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iiear .14d, 

I had hardly finished writing you earlier and arguing that the problem is not at 
all that I an a one4subejet ant or before I saw proof of my argument. Today's CBS—TV 
early morning news gave Seymour Hersh enormous attention. I do no; recall as long a 
segmant over on it. I think it was three segments in all. And he is doing what? Exactly 
the sam, thing he has always done. (rind very well) the military and them atrocities. 
This was on another hy Lai nearby. He had no trouble getting published. It is in the 
New Yorker and will b again in the next ireue. The difference is the subject, not the 
fact of a single subject. 

That subject once also wau taboo. There is nothing eew iu it. I remember so 
clearly an airplane trip with a young i'arine I am almost certain of the exact date, 
Friday, January 7, 1967. 1 was returning from Chicago, where Albert Jenner has 
chickened out rather than confront me on TV, and Blmer Gertz did, accounting for the 
character of his "review" of Frame-Up. This trouble young man reported different kinds 
of atrocities, in some ways even worse because they Were more individual. I found no 
interested reoerter among those I knew. But that was1967, not 1971 or 2. 

This subject is like no other. 

There 	a tide in the effairs of nen. But if the man is not there when the 
tide swells, what good the tide? 
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Dear 

flattering as I find your lett;er of, the 15, and much an I apereciate it, I disc gree. 

By the book, it is right. By the reality it isn't, as I se it. Perhaps in the narrow 

sense it would be h.:teer for me were 1 to turn to sole thing else 	have nor: than 

you know but not in completed 'books). But I would be plagued by a conscience that 

would make good writing on anything else impossible. and there would remain the question 

1 believe I asked, who would then do what little I can do? 

union, there is someone or there are others who would, the next question je,e  is 

this work that should be let go? Or as I put it to myself, is it not work that must 

be done? Again soenking in terms of realities, I argue two points based on the assumption 

that this work must be done: two others only are doing any meaningful work, ane both 

are well occupied with school (J1kdril). Others pontificatoon and would seek to iepeee 

their work of the past on the decisions of the present—often and often wrongly do— but 

that accomplishes nothing and often is counterproductive. The other argument is one I 

hope doe not sound like an indulgence of vanity, but I feel there is nobody else 

of whom I know who is capable of dart what I do and have done. I think this is more 

or ans indictment of the critical community and the country that vanity, for the things 

I do seem simple and obvious. I think they are and should be. Yet others do not undece. 

stand and do not see. I cite the Battimer things as an example. (And as I think you 

know, while there is no serious member of the ritical community who does not have a 

fine mind, there is also no substitute for experience and minds work in different ways. 

I hew, regularly seen some of the finest minds commit the same stupid blunders and 

recently had the experience of finding them all closed.) 

I correctly understood a year ago that ooee thing. like this would have to be. I 

had not the eliehtest idea how it would be done, but 1 iniew it would have to be. I wrote 

Wecht a letter he has not yet 4wered in which, after having thought the emblem 

through, I told him that I believed he dndeI working together could break the whole 

thing wide open. Gery Schoener is here. Last nieht, while we were talking, I told him 

• what I had in mind. he is the only.  one with whom .1- have eiecueeed it. It agrees with 
my evaluation, that it -could heave done it. But no other critic was even thinking that 

way a year ago. Now, in about September,' again I saw the coming trouble, and I wrote . 

most of the senior and responsible ctitics (no ref. to actual age), and to this day 

I have yet to get a thought8out response. To some I laid out two possibilities in 

arguing that Wecht should not now ask for access, and the first is the one .that came 

to pass. So, it cane to ease, and who has done anything with it? Because ' knew in 

advance and know what was sup1osed to have followed, I was able to take certain steps. 

I an aware that they may have made no .difference. But I think the fact that what I know 

was planned hasn't happened suggests succeeded. 47 have done many other things that 

1 have no time to report. They may turn out to be a total waste of time, but I felt 

they had to be done, I did them, and perhaes time will tell whether they should have 

been done or whether they accomplish anything. But in the entire critical comeunity, 

there is but one person who helped in any way, Jerry. I am not at all sure that he 

agreed with my overall belief, perhaps he disagrees. But he made some effort, a 

sharp contrast with others much better informed on the subject, much more mature and 

experienced than he, much more able, and possessed, despite their protests to the 

contrary, of as much time. You should understand that the older ones areic the only 

busy people in the world. 4T you do not, just ask them. I could give you specific 

indictments of the older and reepectee one, but that would do no good. 

The great tregedy is that the .uattimer flap could have made a spectacular success 

of Post eortem. how thateSch )ever knows more thf its contents, with that also he agrees. 

ehen you ultimately learn its contents you can have an opinion oe your own. It is an 

act of deparation by somebody, I do not think ten-shell or Teddy. 't provided the ideal 

opevrtunity for intellectual judo and moires so total a wreck and shows such coeplete 

dishonesty by hat timer that I t ink the major media would have gone for it. But it was 



not available because 1 au broke and because the well—off an, the wealthy tans I 

launi of net values to .,ii'.)0,000,000 in the critical comeunity) would not mane it 

available. sow when peopl, of ouch extensive wealth will not help brine.  the eeepressed 

to liebe, Lane ae in 1 urged you to consider that tine; content of tide book is exc.Ptional, 

can you understand our bankruptcy? 

There are problems I think you do not understand. One i • the hueier to be the 

one, the lone one, to be the breaker of the ease, tee yearning for fame. ixbax 

It has driven some to do thinks of which they ,could not, ordinarily, be capable. It 

is a special kind of eiekness, easy to contract. The ego involvements are little 

understood. I get reflections. of them free others that those who suffer then, often 

in the attribution to an of what the others have. I say ane do little or nothing, 

nothing ever in public. But when there is tine for such emetion and not for work, 

again, what is the condition of the critical community? 

The craving for me to be wrpng is another affliction I frankly cannot understand. 

As I said, I was right on the eattimer thing. It is clear .and obvious. But I have yet 

to hear from any of the seniors on this (in ref. to tine on - the subject). Not one. The 

great curse with egos is to be right. Nor has one done what your own intelligente 

would have told eou, asked me what else I anticipated, having been established as the 

correct thinker (I think none of the others did any thinking). 

how let ec take time ordinarily I would not for other aspects. As a general state-

ment, yours in correct. But with regard to the attitude to the subject, there are 

exceptions, ens they lie in narrow and unlikely areas. The Lattimer ploy provided one. 

Even without publication of 2k, we had a golden opportunity. -The money it required was 

peanut, for anyone with a decent job. end you know some are well of. But none did what 

could have, been done and none asked me if I would, if I saw antyhien that could be done, 

,_te. One that I think had a good chance is a pros —cOnference answer. eammine the media 

reactions to Lattimer with this in mind and another, whether it is because of the 

special one—subject curse that ' have publishine problems. I think riot. I am aware 

of the dislike for me, but there is a respect of which you do not know going along with 

it. NBC.and ABC ienored the story. It was a one—day story with the 'Tines,' although 

do not think this was the original intent. The wire services did no-morothaa'repeat* • 

the Tines and .attend a dress conference for Lattimer (provided by CBS, but that is of -

such little consequence I have done no morethaneonfirm it). They laid an egg.,Ais 

does not neon they failed in their central purpose,-  which we may'or nay net' underetend.- • 

4' have some ideas, This is, among other things, a reflection of disinterest' in the 

subject. That iii today a jeer problem for no that unpiblishabilitY. 

Iou are partly' correct on Frame—Up, but the real trouble wa.. the publieher. He 

killed the sook. Had I the means, I could have pulled a Kurzsan, as I did with WW. 

But I think you should re—ex sine some of the raw material you have provided on the 

Frank book and add it to other things, inclding the romarnable coincidence in timiag. 

There was neither need nor demand for the release (ugh) of this stuff now, it did 

require open illegnlity, and there is the incredibility of the fecal Bishop syndication 

in violation of all precedent and reasons and a few other such things all eoindidinee 

Can you regard this as meaningless, as no more than coincidence? And it is something 

in the face of which I should turn to other things, if I could? I think not. I'think 

there are ka many :situations we could have exploited eell, but thope who have the means 

will not uee them and have not understood these possibilities when presented, again an 

indict,ent of them, not self—praise. Frank will provide another. 1-  have made a written 

propose.' this time to one who can provide these ceans awl has ever interest in doing it. 

I do not aspect it to hapeen. So, boo: use I have to etop, I ask you to forget what 

others half,  done in the past, that in the present being reaninelese, and ask yourself 

the two questions Ath which 1 beean, if I drop this work who will not do it and should 

it be abandoned. I do ap..reciate your concern for ee, but in what is required of me, 

in its cost, l know it even b,etter than you. I em prepared to live with it. 
Sinter ly, 
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